Welcome to my June newsletter! I'm delighted to share with you news about my
new book, THE SERIAL DIETER, written under my pen name, Rachel Cavanagh.
I'd love to hear what you think of the book and the new covers for the Serial
Series. There will also be a new Henry short story available soon and my Writer's
Block Workbooks series will have some more instalments. All exciting projects!

*Let Morgen write your story*
I'm thrilled to announce that I'm now
accepting ghostwriting projects. For anyone
with a story they'd prefer I write, find out more
here: morgenbailey.com/ghostwriter.

UDEMY Courses
Would you like to write?
Take a look at my creative
writing course, WRITING
TIPS PART 1, on Udemy.
*FREE for the first ten
who click on the image to
follow the link.*
*At a discount of
$12.99 for newsletter
subscribers* - just click
on the button below.
Writing Tips Part 1

NEWSLETTER SHORT STORY:
SHAGGY DOG STORY

It was the only explanation Rita could give but she knew it wouldn't wash. The
new puppy really had eaten her homework.
Unlike her four-year-old self who had got away with it, she was now a mature
student, thirty years later.

It had been Barry's idea to get the dog. Rita would have been happy with a cat
or certainly a rescue dog, a year or two old at least, but he'd seen the advert
and made the decision before he'd even run it past her, probably even left a
deposit, knowing him. He was the impulsive one.
But here Rita was, outside the college classroom about to go into her second
Advanced French lesson with the remnants of the notes she'd made, soggy
remnants at that. She was just grateful it was the front end of the dog that had
taken a shine to her paperwork.
She pushed open the door, slid the homework onto the teacher’s desk and
listened to him chuckle as she walked to an empty chair.

You can find more short stories in FLASHES (shorter short stories) and SHORTS
(short short stories), my recently published short story collections, formerly
published in my Story A Day Collection and my The Fifty 5pms Fictions

Collection. For more info, go to my website https://morgenbailey.com/shortstory-collections or click on the book covers and/or buttons below.

SHORTS
Short Short Stories

FLASHES
Shorter Short Stories

This collection contains 82 stories of
500 words and over. We have crimes

This collection comprises 249 stories
all under 500 words. We have

afoot, characters with and without

revenge, luck and misfortune, sharp

friends, loves lost and found,
homages, heroes and zeros, humans

edges, sticky red hands, no faded
circle of skin, twins, family heirlooms,

and non-humans, ghosts and a

legends of history, writer's block,

werewolf.

Chelsea buns, and scratches squeaks
and barks. With stories in first, second

With stories in first, second and third-

and third-person points of view, the

person points of view, the characters
shop, work, or go on journeys, some

characters live out their dreams, cling
to former lives, and discover more

not beyond their own four walls.

than they were expecting.

Buy SHORTS

Buy FLASHES

Thank you for being my newsletter subscriber.
Feel free to share this newsletter on social media.
For all my books and the latest news, please visit my website, where
you will always get the best price for my books:
www.morgenbailey.com
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